We derive bounds on Higgs and gauge-boson anomalous interactions using the LEP2 data on the production of three photons and photon pairs in association with hadrons. In the framework of SU (2) L ⊗ U (1) Y effective Lagrangians, we examine all dimension-six operators that lead to anomalous Higgs interactions involving γ and Z. The search for Higgs boson decaying to γγ pairs allow us to obtain constrains on these anomalous couplings that are comparable with the ones originating from the analyses of pp collisions at the Tevatron. Our results also show that if the coefficients of all "blind" operators are assumed to have same magnitude, the indirect constraints on the anomalous couplings obtained from this analyses, for Higgs masses M H < ∼ 140
In the last few years it has been established that the interactions of the gauge bosons with the fermions are well described by the Standard Model (SM) [1] . However, we are just beginning to directly probe the self-interactions of the electroweak gauge bosons through their pair production at the Tevatron [2] and LEP2 [3] colliders.
On the other hand, we still do not have any experimental evidence on how the symmetry breaking takes place in the SM. A larger symmetry breaking sector can introduce modifications in the interactions of the vector and Higgs bosons predicted by the SM. These possible deviations of the gauge-boson couplings from their SM values can be parametrized through the use of effective Lagrangians. When the SU(2) L ⊗ U(1) Y symmetry is realized linearly in the effective theory, i.e. when there is a light scalar Higgs doublet in the spectrum, the lowest order anomalous interactions are given by dimension-six operators [4] . These new interactions can alter considerably the low energy phenomenology. For instance, some operators can give rise to anomalous Hγγ and HZγ couplings which may affect the Higgs boson production and decay [5] .
It is important to notice that, since the linearly realized effective Lagrangians relate the modifications in the Higgs couplings to the ones in the vector boson vertex [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , the search for Higgs bosons can be used to not only study its properties, but also to place bounds on the gauge-boson self interactions. This approach is more efficient when the analyses is performed for decays of the Higgs boson that are suppressed in the SM, such as H → γγ that occurs only at one loop level, and are enhanced by new anomalous interactions [9, 10] .
In this work, we use the recently released LEP data on the production of γγ in association with hadrons [11] and γγγ [12] In the linear representation of the SU(2) L ⊗ U(1) Y symmetry breaking mechanism, the SM model is the lowest order approximation while the first corrections, which are of dimension six, can be written as
where the operators O n involve vector-boson and/or Higgs-boson fields with couplings f n .
This effective Lagrangian describes well the phenomenology of models that are somehow close to the SM since a light Higgs scalar doublet is still present at low energies. Of the eleven possible operators O n that are P and C even, only six of them modify the Higgs-boson couplings to vector bosons [5, 8] ,
where Φ is the Higgs doublet, Anomalous Hγγ, HZγ, and HZZ couplings are generated by (2) , which, in the unitary gauge, are given by
HZγ HA µν Z µν + g
(1)
where
(1,2)
HZγ , and g
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HZZ are related to the coefficients of the operators appearing in (1) through,
with g being the electroweak coupling constant, and s(c) ≡ sin(cos)θ W .
The operators O Φ,1 and O BW contribute at tree level to the vector-boson two-point functions, and consequently are severely constrained by the low-energy data [8] . The present limits on these operators for M H = 100 GeV and m top = 175 GeV read [13] ,
Consequently we will neglect these operators in our analyses. On the order hand, the remaining operators are indirectly constrained via their one-loop contributions to low energy observables, which leads to f i /Λ 2 ∼ 100 TeV −2 . The present data on gauge-boson pair production leads to the following 95% CL bounds on anomalous couplings [2, 3] ,
In order to obtain constraints on the anomalous couplings described above, we have used the recent OPAL data [11, 12] for the reactions,
e + e − → γγ + hadrons .
The Feynman diagrams describing the anomalous contributions to the above reactions are displayed in Fig. 1 . The scattering amplitudes were generated using Madgraph [14] and Helas [15] , with the anomalous couplings, arising from the operators (2), being implemented as Fortran routines. In Refs. [11, 12] , data taken at several energy points in the range √ s = 130 (91)-172, for the γγγ (γγ + hadrons) are combined. In our calculation we also combined the expected number of events for the corresponding energies and accumulated luminosities.
It is important to notice that the dimension-six operators (2) do not induce 4-point anomalous couplings like ZZγγ, Zγγγ, and γγγγ, being these terms generated only by dimension-eight and higher operators. Since the production and decay of the Higgs boson also involve two dimension-six operators, we should, in principle, include in our calculations dimension-eight operators that contribute to the above processes. Notwithstanding, we can neglect the higher order interactions and bound the dimension-six couplings under the naturalness assumption that no cancelation takes place amongst the dimension-six andeight contributions that appear at the same order in the expansion.
We start our analyses assuming that the only non-zero coefficients are the ones that generate the anomalous Hγγ, i.e., f BB and f W W . We exhibit in Figs. 2 and 3 the 95% CL exclusion region in the plane f BB × f W W obtained from the OPAL data on multiple photon production [12] and diphoton events exhibiting hadrons [11] . In this analyses we set all other anomalous couplings to zero and evaluated only the anomalous contribution as the SM backgrounds were already subtracted in the experimental results. For small Higgs masses (see Fig. 2 ) the Z, which decays hadronically, can be produced on mass shell and, therefore, the strongest bounds come from the diphoton production in association with hadrons. Since the anomalous contribution to Hγγ is zero for f BB = −f W W , the bounds become very weak close to this line, as is clearly shown in Fig. 2 . For higher Higgs-boson masses (M H > ∼ 80 GeV), the Z cannot be on-mass shell, and the γγ production accompanied by hadrons is suppressed. In this case, only the γγγ final state is able to lead to new bounds.
Moreover, the anomalous production of a Hγ pair is also suppressed by the phase space as M H increases and the limits worsen, as we can see from Fig. 3 . It is interesting to notice that the bounds obtained using the above processes are of the same order of the ones that can be extracted from the Tevatron collider for small Higgs boson masses (M H < ∼ 80 GeV).
For the sake of comparison, we present in Fig. 4 the contours in the f BB × f W W plane from analyses of e + e − → γγγ and from pp → H(→ γγ)+ E T [10] . Therefore, LEP2 should lead to more stringent bounds on dimension-six operators with the increase of its accumulated luminosity.
In order to reduce the number of free parameters and, at the same time, relate the anomalous Higgs and the triple vector-boson couplings, one can make the assumption that all blind operators affecting the Higgs interactions have a common coupling f , i.e.
and that f Φ,1 ≃ f BW ≃ 0 [5, 8, 16] . In this scenario, g
HZZ = 0, and we can relate the Higgs boson anomalous coupling f with the conventional parametrization of the vertex
We present in Table I the 95% CL allowed regions of the anomalous couplings in the scenario defined by Eq. (9) . In this framework, the bounds become weaker with the increase of the Higgs boson mass. The production of diphotons in association with hadrons is again important only when its is possible to produce a pair HZ on mass shell. Using the relations (10), it is possible to translate these bounds into limits on triple gauge bosons couplings ∆κ γ , ∆κ Z , and ∆g Z 1 , which we show in Table II for the γγγ production. As can be seen from this Table, the search for Higgs bosons decaying into photon pairs leads to limits substantially better then the ones derived from the recent analyses of W + W − production at LEP2 [3] .
Summarizing, in this work we have estimated the limits on anomalous dimension-six 
